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At the helm of Wilder California, Bay Area 
photographer Jane Wilder often finds herself 
in Southern California to capture the flora and 
fauna dotting the desert. Her prints can be seen 
in the Pioneertown Motel and The Joshua Tree 
House locally, not to mention Urban Outfitters 
and Pottery Barn. We chatted with the artist 
about her simplistic aesthetic and approach to 
capturing native plants.
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WHERE DOES YOUR PASSION COME FROM?
I have been drawn to photography since a young age. I have 
several photographers in my family and became totally transfixed 
by photographs (actual prints!) and photo publications. I started 
getting serious about photography in high school and then 
continued to study it through college and graduate school. Part 
of  my inspiration comes from growing up in California with such 
beautiful surroundings; it’s difficult not to take a picture here. I 
launched Wilder California in 2014 and I’m so grateful for how 
much it has grown. 

WHY THE SIMPLE AESTHETIC IN YOUR PRINTS?
I consider myself  a minimalist and think that a simple color palette 
can have a profound impact on the viewer. I think my viewer/
customer is drawn to the color and simplicity of  form within my 
work, and sees the pieces as simple resting places that emanate the 
beauty within nature and the landscape. Cacti and palms were a 
draw because they are so rampant in California and speak to the 
diversity of  our land here. I feel very lucky that I can drive to the 
ocean or the desert and still be in my home state.

ANY SPECIAL TECHNIQUES FOR CAPTURING THESE 
DESERT PLANTS?
The interesting thing about photographing botanicals is that they 
are always changing. Even a simple cactus changes color and its 
greenery through the course of  a year. I really like when the cacti 
bloom and ripen, but it’s a quick process and I have to be aware of  
when it occurs. Nature doesn’t wait for us. The biggest take away 
as far as technique goes: Light is what matters the most. If  you 
don’t have a great light, you don’t have a photograph at all. 

WHAT WAS THE INSPIRATION BEHIND YOUR 
RECENTLY RELEASED JOSHUA TREE COLLECTION?
The desert landscape has always been an inspiration for me with 
its unique plant life and exceptional light. Desert plants have 
to survive so many extreme factors and their very existence is 
a celebration of  overcoming adversity. That has always been 
very moving to me. The Joshua tree, in particular, is a real-time 
reminder that we cannot take the natural world for granted 
because it is always changing. Climate change threatens so much 
of  our world and I think it is important to celebrate these beautiful 
and unique trees while we still have them.

FAVORITE PLACES TO PHOTOGRAPH IN THE DESERT?
The California desert is so vast and I’m just getting started. Joshua 
Tree is, of  course, a favorite and I’m starting to explore some of  
the desert around Death Valley. 

WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS?
I just launched a new line of  desktop photo displays! It 
includes chic solid brass and aluminum photo stands 
that are perfect for the design lover’s desk. They merge 
beautifully with Wilder California print sets, and I hope to 
bring more display options into the shop. Of  course, I will 
be photographing and keeping an eye on all the spring and 
summer blooms. Spring is my favorite time of  year and it’s 
much needed after all the rain we’ve received this year. I’m 
looking forward to getting outside and exploring a bit!  

THE DETAILS
To purchase prints or photo displays, visit 
wildercalifornia.com.
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